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Objective

Looking for a career opportunity in a challenging and rewarding position, where I can be an 
important member of a team. One that will allow me to utilize my numerous skills and knowledge 
to perform each task with the utmost certainty. A career where I'm able to advance by proving my
ability to perform each task in a timely, safe and efficient manner.

Skills

Cad design, Computer ordering programs, spread sheets, building permit experience.

Work Experience

Freight Train Conductor
ABC Corporation  August 2011 – 2020 
 Supervised freight team responsible for millions of dollars worth of equipment and freight.
 Maintained awareness of surrounding area and supervise activity to ensure safety.
 Handled hazardous material shipments or incidents safely and efficiently, without delay, and 

in accord with local, state, and federal regulations; being fully familiarized with the United 
States Hazardous Material Instructions for Rail.

 Ensured compliance with all train orders, signals, and railroad rules and regulations for safety,
operations, and the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA).

 Reviewed instructions from dispatchers and yardmasters, and discuss with locomotive 
engineer and train crew.

 Inspected all equipment on cars prior to departures.
 Received and transmited information by radio and telephone.

Freight Train Conductor
Delta Corporation  2007 – 2011 
 Freight train conductor Switchman Brakeman.
 Conducted freight trains to multiple industries in Eastern NC Completed industry work orders 

using SAP software Direct contact with sales and product .
 Freight train conductor, licensed in remote control engine operations.
 Signal engineers to begin train runs, stop trains, or change speed, using telecommunications 

equipment or hand signals Confer with engineers .
 Freight Train Conductor Responsible for the safe operation of train assigned to for that tour of 

duty.
 To ensure that the proper switching and work loads were carried out as assigned.
 Also responsible for the completion of all required paperwork for the train.

Education

High School Diploma - (Lima Senior High School - Lima, OH)
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